[Studies on the surface and new joint capsule of McKee-Farrar prosthesis implanted for several years (author's transl)].
These studies are intended as a critical contribution to the question, wether the McKee-Farrar (MF) prosthesis, on account of its stronger friction and the consequences of this, as compared to other models, still has its justification or wether these "secundary" manifestations indicate that this prosthesis should be abandoned. Studies on primary and secundary alteration of the surface were carried out on exchanged MF prosthesis with the aid of the grid electron microscope. The signs of wear are clearly visible and can be differenciated from production artefacts. The movement and deposit of abraded particles into the new joint capsule was studied qualitatively and quantitatively with the aid of radioisotopes. All samples showed an increased accumulation of chrome in the tissues as compared to cobalt. There is no indication of significant damage. On the basis of the results of these studies and on account of the favourable personal experience from a surgical and clinical point of view -- particulary with reference to minimal preparation of the acetabulum and ready replacement, the MF prosthesis will continue to hold its place as the standard model for total prosthetic hip joint replacement.